Reference WCA 481
Date 30th July 2018

,trategic Director for Neighbourhoods.

Dear
I am writing to you today to object to the order WCA 481. Below I have laid out my objections to
this order and would ask you to consider my objections, when malting your decisions about the
order, I would also ask that all previous correspondance in regards to this matter which have been
ongoing for the last 15 years be taken into consideration. Attached copies of previous
correspondance to this letter are enclosed for your consideration. Look forward to your reply in due
course.

1. The application was initially made by two local residents for a "byway open to all traffic" on
the 1st May 2003 (see annex 1). On the advice of the Cornwall Council Countryside Access
team at the time they withdrew an application for a "byway open to all traffic" as there was
no scope for public traffic.
2. The applicants then reapplied with a modification order for a footpath to run from point A to
Don your map dated 1-ri' May 2018 passing through the farm yard of
homestead
(see annex 2). This was submitted on the 11th July 2003 (15 years ago). During a site
ind his colleague who were representing Cornwall Councils
meeting with
Countryside Access Team on the 29th January 2018 myself and my grandson who was
witness to the meeting were informed in person that the modification order for a footpath
had been dropped due to insufficient evidence to conform to your criteria (policy).
3. Out of PR courtesy it was never confirmed in writing that the application for a footpath
modification order was to be dropped.
4. We were also informed during the site visit on 29th January 2018 that it was
decision to recommend to Cornwall Council that instead of a footpath a "restricted byways"
was to be implemented. This was now to be extended from the original route passing from
point A to D on your map dated 1'7111 May 2018 to now include routes B to E and F to C. All
of which are to be restricted byways which includes footpaths.

5.

jecision to recommend a resuicted byways seems to me to override the
Councils early recommendation to the applicant that a byway open to all traffic was not
practical.

Below we have highlighted our main points of objection but we would ask that all previous
documentation and appendices we have submitted previously throughout this case over the
last 15 years which are attached to this Jetter are also taken into consideration and submitted
to the inspectorate for review (see annex 3).

1. My main point of objection has failed to be taken into consideration throughout this case.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

The applicant made his initial application out of spite due to a disagreement between
neighbours. The full evidence for this has previously been submitted and can be found in the
accompanying letters. (see annex 3).
There is no evidence that a public footpath has ever existed on any of the routes submitted
by this order. This has been confirmed that there was insufficient evidence by
juring a site visit on the 29u, January 2018.
We are in possession of a letter from Cornwall Council, when I purchased the property some
32 years ago stating there were no public rights of way across my land.
The route from point B-C on your map dated 17th May 2018 is privately registered to myself
and public have had NO access to this section since I have lived here (some 32 years). This
has been the case for previous owners also. There have been easements and personal
agreements for neighbours I consider friends in the past.
The route in question from points A- D, B-E and F-C on your map dated 17u, May 2018 all
occupy privately held land which has been in private ownership as far back as we can trace
inclusive of the 11th century.
Numerous maps which prove that all the land in question was privately held including the
1840 tithe map which shows all the land in question was paying tithes. These have been
previously submitted and are attached in our accompany letters (see annex 3).
We have numerous deeds of
and the neighbouring farms which show the farm
lanes in question being conveyed from land owner to land owner proving the farm lanes and
farm yards in question have historically and up to the present day been in private ownership.
(see annex 3).
During the site visit I was infonned that public carriageways cannot exist over privately held
land. We have proof that the land in question from routes A-D, B-E and F-C was in private
ownership in 1840 as per the tithe map which shows tithes were paid at that time. We also
have several deeds showing conveyance of the land in question in 1977 and 1978. If the land
has been in private ownership and conveyed throughout this pe1iod then it is proof as stated
by Jon Rowell during the site visit that the lanes were privately held and no public
carriageway's exists. (See annex 3).
Historically retire was a private estate with two access roads, which were maintained by the
local authority. The main access road entering retire was from the south and stopped at point
F on your map dated 1 may 2018. this is evidenced by the tithe map of 1840 and land
register map of 1910 which shows an estate office at this location. This was the mairi access
road for the remote residents of the dwellings along the Bodmin to St Columb Road to
access the Sunday school and Chapel at Retire all within the Parish of Withiel. Access road
from the north stopped at location D on your map where the mine was located east of Retire.
This road now has two parts extinguish the first is the start point at Withielgoose to the north
of the track which can still be seen on satellite photos and the second is to the east of point D
which extended down towards shop hill. That section was used to access the mining area of

r

retire. Both the roads south and north of retire never joined up but instead entered privately
held farm yards and tracks. The road to the north of retire became extinct when the Wheal
James mine shut down and the shafts were filled. Subsequently the count house was
demolished as there was no longer public access to it. This leaves a small section of the
"public road" still intact which is now used by local farmers to access fields but has never
been maintained by the local authority. Evidence that it has never been maintained by the
local authority is on Cornwall Councils definitive map which does not recognise the public
road north of retire.
10. We also object that historical evidence on maps showing the physical features of tracks is
proof that the public had rights of way. All that historical maps show is physical features and
not there intended use. On your map dated 17th May 2018 you have shown a track south of
in Retire. This feature in question is clearly shown on your map and even listed
as a track. It is still under construction. Your map does not show its intended use but does
show its features. It is a privately established track for our neighbours and there guests to
access a building on their field. There are no public rights of way over the track yet the
feature is there. Am I to assume this is Cornwall Councils attempt to acquire land? (Copy of
the map in annex 4).
11. I object that the finance act map of 1910 is evidence enough to suggest that the farm lanes
where public roads. It is known that the map while fairly accurate was not 100% proof of
what was public held land. There were enors made at the time when these things were
produced. One reason why the land owner at the time may not of wanted to include the farm
lanes on his title could have been down to tax avoidance in an attempt to reduce the tax he
paid on what would classified as financially unviable parcels of land in his eyes or maybe it
was just a simply case of misunderstanding due to poor communication at the time. The fact
remains we have historical evidence in the form of the tithe map of 1840 showing that the
lanes where in private ownership and tithes where paid at this time on all parcels of land
along routes A-D B-E and F-C on your map dated 17th May 2018. We also have deeds after
1910 showing the conveyance of the lanes after 1910. Therefore as we have evidence to
show the lanes and farm yards were in private ownership before and after 1910 it is
reasonable to assume that the lanes and farm yards in question where in private ownership
and this is an instance where an error has been made on the financial map for reasons
unknown. I do not feel it is fair that due to an error made over 100 years ago I should be
penalised for that mistake made by tax revenue.
12. It is also worth noting that the local authority has never adopted the lanes in question from
pointA-D, B-E and F-C on your map dated lt" May 2018. The only roads the local
authority have adopted and maintained is the road coming in from the south of retire which
stops at point f on your map. Historically there is no evidence the local authority has
adopted the lanes in question prior, dw:ing or after 1910 and they have failed to produce
evidence of this. I see this as an attempt to open up access to the interland for possible and
future development of the hamlet of retire.
13. During the site visit with
of Cornwall Councils Countryside Access Team we
were informed there was insufficient evidence for a public footpath to go from routes A-D
he informed us that despite the lack of evidence for a footpath he was tasked with looking
into the claim historically and because of this it was his recommendation to create a
restricted byway from routes A-D, B-E and F-C. We were told it was his decision to put
forward the recommendation based on historical maps such as the Tithe Map and the 1910
financial survey map both of which were evidence enough to suggest that the proposed route
in question has and was used historically by members of the public as a road. It was his
assumption that you would not have two public roads one coming in from the south shown
as tithe 463 on the 1840 tithe map (now the council adopted road) and one from the north
shown as tithe 536 without a means to connect them both. We believe this is a flawed
assumption which fails to take into consideration that during this time Retire was a private

